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Why deep learning?



The ImageNet Challenge
Goal: image classification with 
1000 categories

Top 5 error rate of 15%. 

Krizhevsky, Alex, Ilya Sutskever, and Geoffrey E. 
Hinton. "Imagenet classification with deep 
convolutional neural networks." Advances in 
neural information processing systems. 2012.



The basics of deep learning



Linear regression
A model which takes an input vector x, 
and outputs a single number y.

Source: wikipedia



Logistic regression
Like linear regression, except we 
compute probabilities. A probability must 
be in the range [0,1].
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Sigmoid function:



Multiclass Logistic regression
We can extend logistic regression to 
compute the probability of several 
classes.

Source: http://radio.feld.cvut.cz/matlab/toolbox/nnet/

Softmax function:



Deep Neural Networks!

● Big idea: string together a 
collection “layers”, with 
multiclass logistic regression at 
the end, and linear regressors in 
the middle.

● We need nonlinear “activation 
functions”



Deep Neural Networks!

Example: to compute the pre-activation a_{2,1}

To compute the post-activation z_{2,1}, we run 
a_{2,1} through a nonlinear function.



Outline of convolutional neural networks
Our goal: given an image, classify 
it correctly, just by looking at the 
pixels!
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Outline of convolutional neural networks

source: https://code.flickr.net/2014/10/



What is convolution?
For each chunk of an image, multiply it 
elementwise by a kernel, then sum the 
response.
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Convolutional layers



Max-Pooling



GoogLeNet

http://www.csc.kth.se/~roelof/deepdream/googlenet2.png



Putting it all together



Training Deep Neural Networks
Stochastic Gradient Descent!

● Calculate the error E for a “batch” of 

training images

● Update each parameter by moving a 

little bit (eta) away from the gradient
● (As we’d like to minimize F(x)).



Computing the derivatives

Activations 
propagate 
forwards

Derivatives of 
the error (with 
respect to each 
parameter)
propagate 
backwards



The MNIST corpus
A benchmark corpus for multiclass 
classification

•  28x28 grayscale images, scaled and 
centered

•  10 classes

•  60,000 training + 10,000 test instances



Your job!

http://rownz.com/deeplearning/

http://rownz.com/deeplearning/
http://rownz.com/deeplearning/


Our own applications of deep learning!
Rowan -- Facial Action Unit detection

Andrew -- Image Processing w/ Deep Learning on Aerial Imagry



Facial Action Unit 
detection



Motivation for Andrew’s Work
● Field has been around for over 60 years

○ 1940s-1960s known as Cybernetics
○ 1980s-1990s known as Connectionism
○ 2006-Today known as Deep Learning

http://goodfeli.github.io/dlbook/contents/intro.html Source: Deep Learning -- Ian Goodfellow, Aaron Courville, and Yoshua Bengio



Image Detection from Aerial 
Imagery

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/91/Dugong_Marsa_Alam.jpg http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=7008084&tag=1



http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=7008084&tag=1



http://www.maps.bing.com



NVIDIA Digits



More advanced things!
Black magic is what really makes deep learning work



Dropout
On each training batch, randomly 
select nodes to temporarily turn off



Dropout
On each training batch, randomly 
select nodes to temporarily turn off

Tends to massively increase 
performance!


